Management scholarship should address and inform societal grand challenges

Stephanie Bertels, W.J. VanDusen Professor, Simon Fraser University
Organizations have a profound impact on society and how we face grand challenges.
Urgent action is required
Management scholarship contributed to the challenges we now face
Our scholarship needs to help shape better management practice
Our work as scholars can bridge the gap

- Complexity
- Systems Thinking
- Identity
- Ecosystem Thresholds
- Inclusion
- Assessment
- Change Agency
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BEEDE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
CENTRE FOR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
Resources for Embedding Sustainability

We’ve curated a selection of the most relevant resources and tools to help you better embed sustainability into your company.

Click on a pathway or practice above to explore the resources

- Click here for our goals database
- Click here for our position database

Or explore one of these cross-cutting themes:

- Culture
- Systems
- Strategy
- Change Agents
- Governance
- Storytelling

---

Supporting Your CEO and their Decision-Making Around Sustainability
A GUIDE

Stephanie Barlas
Nicola Stowenberg-Baldwin

Partnering for Community Resilience
SOUTH AFRICAN CASE STUDIES

Stephanie Barlas
Jen Bushnell

Embedding Project

Shaping Your Organisation’s Narrative Infrastructure
A GUIDE

Jan Schlachetzki
Stephanie Barlas

Embedded Strategies for the Sustainability Transition
Setting Priorities and Goals Aligned with System Resilience

Stephanie Barlas
Ryan O'Brien